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The Digital Twin: key technology
for digitalizing your supply chain

Troughout the planning and
implementation phase:

In operations:

Proof of function and performance

Use of forecasting
tool

Identification and elimination
of dynamic bottlenecks

Order management,
time and resource planning

Cost minimization of
system dimensions and
resource requirements

Process optimizations and adaptations, e.g how to integrate
new products or new customers

Accurate mapping of the
IT structure and strategies

Changes in shift models
and within the organisation

Quantitative evaluation of
scenarios and options

Impact of planned and
unexpected business interruptions
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Digital Twin for dynamic
adaptations and optimizations

The complexity of logistics systems is a constant and ongoing challenge in supply chain management. Planning by
means of simulation is an integrated approach to secure
important decisions in the design of highly dynamic plants
and networks.
The implementation of a digital twin has become a key
technology in the course of digitalizing the supply chain.
Thus, the digital twin enhances the spectrum of simulation
by linking real, sensor-based data with the physical asset.
The data generated not only supports process managers
throughout the planning and implementation phase, but
also enables dynamic adjustments and optimization in
operations.
Technology, which is used in digital models for better
understanding and to increase reliable decisions, is already well established in some industries and has the
potential to fundamentally change logistics processes in
the future.

Kamel Klibi, Director
Miebach Consulting
klibi@miebach.com
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What is a Digital Twin?

The Digital Twin can be described as a virtual image of
a process, a product or a service, connecting the real
and the virtual world. In addition, models, simulations
and algorithms can be part of a digital twin as well.

In addition, supply chain managers are able to generate a continous performance improvement by using
the Digital Twin for sustainably monitoring their
systems and therefore permanently optimizing actual
and target scenarios.

The progressive technological development of sensors
and network technologies, allows physical systems to
be linked with digital models. By integrating planning,
live and historical data, it is possible to:
• mirror working conditions or positions of assets in
the digital model,
• promptly analyse and resolve repair outlays,
• reduce and avoid downtimes by means of
predictive maintenance.
In practice, the digital twin is often used for simulating
the effect of changes on the physical asset. On the one
hand this is done in order to provide increased planning security, and on the other, it ensures that planned
investments are secured.

The Digital Twin is a digital
image of a process, product
or service, which connects
the real with the virtual
world.
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What is a Digital Twin?

“

Digital Twins are digital representations
of things from the real world, describing both
physical objects as well as non-physical things,
by gathering all relevant information and
services in a uniform interface.
For the Digital Twin, it is irrelevant whether
the counterpart already exists in the real world
or is about to exist.

”

Definition according to:
“Gesellschaft für Informatik (GI): Digitaler Zwilling”
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Motivation and potentials of Digital
Twins

The primary motivation for implementing a Digital Twin, depends on the requirements for strategic and operational agility within the business. To fully unlock the potential of a digital replica, it is worth considering the
granularity of information from different analytical approaches:

Descriptive Analytics

Predictive Analytics

Descriptive Analytics are applied to evaluate the
impact on the present by means of historical data.
They are used for subsequent observation of processes and can identify outliers and deviations by using
transactional data.

Predictive analytics provide predictions about the
occurrence of possible future events based on data
mining methods.

Diagnostic Analytics

Prescriptive analytics look one step further into the
future; here, additional recommendations for actions
are generated, such as how to influence a certain
trend in a specific direction, how to prevent a predicted event or, how to react to a future event. The goal
is to understand or forecast unclear, complex and
economic connections and to develop and assess
decision options.

Diagnostic analytics provide answers to questions
about reasons and effects, considering interactions or
consequences of events.

Prescriptive Analytics

Descriptive Analytics

Prescriptive Analytics

What has happened?

What should we do?

•

Reporting

•

Simulation

•

Dashboards

•

Optimization

•

Artificial Intelligence

Digital Twin
(shadow and virtual
sensors)
Diagnostic Analytics

Predictive Analytics

Why did it happen?

What will happen?

•

Data analysis

•

Forecasts

•

Visual Analysis

•

Static Models

•

Data Mining
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Technological requirements

There are three developments which enable the use of the Digital
Twin:

Development Number One: Big Data
The availability of data has increased massively in recent decades.
From 2017 to 2018 alone, people have generated more data than
at any other time in history.

Development Number Two: Computer Performance
Very quickly, computers are becoming more and more efficient.
A room-filling supercomputer from the 1990s would no longer
have the slightest chance against today’s iPhone X; smartphones
only require a fraction of the electrical power and space.

Development Number Three: Algorithms
Software programming today is progressing extremely fast.
Software developers have better tools at their disposal than
ever before.

Technological requirements for the Digital Twin:

Big Data

Digital
Twin

Computer Performance

Algorithms
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How the Digital Twin works

The rise of Digital Twins is directly linked to technological developments like the Internet of Things (IoT), Big
Data, Artificial Intelligence, Cloud Computing, etc. After
all, these developments are the reason for increasingly
blurry frontiers between the physical and digital world.
One of the main fields for applying Digital Twins
involves the overall exchange of information
throughout the entire value chain of a product. This
includes ongoing data collection, bi-directional data
communication, defined data structures and corresponding user interfaces for visualization. Production
engineering can be pointed out as the pioneer in using
Digital Twins.

For virtual mapping, the data generated by sensors is
combined with product information from the inventory system or existing processes. Therefore, it is crucial
to represent different trades and information in a
uniform language. The digital twin is complemented
by algorithms describing real-world objects with a
reasonable accuracy.
The digital replica of physical assets in the shape of a
Digital Twin accurately reflects experiences and
findings from the physical object and enables a
proactive response to anomalies, quality problems
and bottlenecks in logistics and production processes
- without any operational risks!

The digital twin as a virtual image requires three
elements:
• the object to be mapped,
• the Digital Twin in virtual space,
• data or information, which make the connection
between the physical asset and the Digital Twin.

The digital twin can be described as the virtual image of an object:

Transfer
parameters

Store
data
Collect
data

Evaluate
results

Compare
scenarios

Physical Asset
Apply
parameters

Digital Replica
Transfer
data

Modify
parameters
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Digital Twin — Case study extract

In the context of simulation-based planning and
implementation of a new multi-user logistics centre, a
simulation model was created for a leading general
importer and distributor (various consumer goods and
brands) as a representation of different functional and
storage areas, from receipt of goods to the dispatch of
goods (including yard logistics).
Initially, a realistic 3D image of the plant and processes
was created to:
• identify existing capacity limits and dynamic
bottlenecks,
• plan more efficient staffing,
• reduce throughput times,
• increase overall productivity throughout the entire
logistics centre.
Today, the model is used as a Digital Twin during
ongoing operations to map changes in the process
organisation and in floor space use, to determine their
effects on defined KPI’s.
More specifically, this approach not only helped to
review questions regarding planning and dispatching
of customer orders, but also the potential incorporation of an additional mandate in the logistics centre.

increasing transparency,
“ By
improving system knowledge and
identifying cause-effect relationships, the Digital Twin enables a
continuous optimization of processes through effective evaluation and
data-driven decision making.

”

The evaluation of different variants and scenarios in a
holistic approach forms the basis for a continuous
optimisation process. The Digital Twin also improved
the communication between all parties involved by
providing multiple options for tracking, monitoring,
diagnosis and simulation. The main focus was on
acquiring diagnostic and prognostic information and
findings, in order to mirror the most realistic and
transparent picture of the current situation.
The output came in the form of a KPI dashboard, 3D
visualization and a 3D animation of the complete
plant. Using the KPI monitor, the most important key
figures were reviewed and considered from all perspectives. An intelligent root-cause analysis, using
graphical and tabular analysis tools, enabled the
targeted detection of process weaknesses and their
elimination.
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Success factor data quality —
Calculations at the touch of a button

The success or non-success of Digital Twins is to a
large extent dependent on data quality, which the
Digital Twin and the associated simulation fall back on.
Inexplicable, incomplete or missing documentation can
lead to incorrect conclusions and decisions, therefore
minimising the potential of Digital Twins as an operative planning and control tool. Accordingly, the quality
management of master and transaction data has
become increasingly relevant and is one of the most
crucial parameters for a successful digital supply chain
today.
As the foundation for efficient, digital supply chain
processes, data should be:
•
•
•
•
•

complete,
actual,
valid,
consistent,
compliant.

The more data is collected on the real system, the
more robust and precise the digital copy will ultimately be. Therefore, the 3D model should be linked with
live inventory and operational data.
The creation of a Digital Twin begins with the digitalization of all technical documentation. Inconsistencies
as well as a missing, standardized structure of asset
identification must be eliminated in the best possible
way prior to the implementation of the Digital Twin.
Improvements in data quality and availability reduce
project durations, while simulation and modelling help
to cut uncalculated costs - this applies during the
construction phase as well as for running operational
expenses. In this case, cost savings outweigh costs for
the design and maintenance of the Digital Twin.

Data quality is the “gold of the future” — and mandatory for
implementing the Digital Twin as an operative planning and control tool!

Frequently occurring situation:

• actual state permanently deviates
from data provided by the system
• inexplicable, incomplete or missing
documentation
• false conclusions and decisions

Validity

Reality

Consistency

Accuracy

Completeness
Better data quality/availability
= better planning & control
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We would be pleased to discuss this and
other topics with you in person

Miebach Consulting offers international supply chain
consulting and engineering services in production and
logistics in 24 offices worldwide. Our customers are
both medium-sized companies as well as global
players who want to strengthen and expand their
competitive position through innovative logistics
solutions. The Miebach Group, founded 1973 in Frankfurt/Germany, has 24 locations worldwide in Europe,
Asia and North and South America. With over 370
employees, we are one of the leading international
consulting companies for logistics and supply chain
management. As a result, our customers get what we
stand for: Supply Chain Excellence.

Miebach Consulting
Untermainanlage 6
60329 Frankfurt am Main
Deutschland
Tel.: + 49 69 273992-0
sales@miebach.com
www.miebach.com
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